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Junior All Stars Report

5.0.1.17

Issue
Columns VWX have the number of rounds that a skier wants
to ski for a particular event in a pick and choose format.
Would like to have the import build an appropriate running
order per round using this information
Have queries I have used for the Eastern Region the past few
years. I have a request to make this an actual report and
support all regions

Notes
Added functionality to analyze the data. Then each
skier is added to the running order for the round(s)
indicated for each event.
New window added with options to produce all
required data. The data will be retrieve and exported
as tab delimited text file. Queries are setup to
account for the new junior divisions

Here is the data/calculation needed for each junior.
R=NOPS for Ranking List Score coming into Regionals
S=NOPS Score in that event at Regionals
( R * 0.6 ) + (S *.0.4) = Event Score
Event Score Slalom + Event Score Trick + Event Score Jump
= All Star Score
Report should include B/G 2/3/4 Divisions.
Data needed on the Report (Sorted by Division, then by All
Star Score)
Name Division Slalom Event Score
Jump Event Score All Star Score

Trick Event Score

OR, if it is easier, the report layout could be the following
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Name
Division
# of events (1, 2 or 3)
All Star
Have queries I have used for the Eastern Region the past few
years. I have a request to make this an actual report and
support all regions
If tournament selects placements to be based on the first
Fixed this issue. Can skiers that skied in the just the
2nd round will show a placement of ** which indicates
round and a skier skis in just the 2nd round the score is not
being included in the Scorebook nor in the WSP file
not available for placement. However there score will
show up. Note for the scorebook. A skier that just
skied in the second round is not available for
placement but the scores will show in the first row on
the report based on the rule that the first round skied
is considered the round 1 score but not for
tournament placement purposes.

Official Work Assignment If an official is deleted or removed from a role it should be
checked to determine if this is the officials only credit for this
role and event. If it is then credit should be removed.

Unfortunately I don't think this is practical. It is not
possible to determine if the credit was generated
from the assignment or manually marked.
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Official Work Assignment Consider an alternative imput format that utilizes a template
of the common required officials depending on division and
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Notes
Added new feature. New icon at top of window
"Template". After selecting an event and group you
click on this icon. It will insert 6 entries (11 for E/L/R)
with predefined work assignments selected. User
needs to select an official from the list by double
clicking, or using the ENTER key, and then pressing
ENTER again to save the assignment. Any entry
without an official assigned is not saved and is just
discarded when moving to a new group.
Also, the list of available officials is now filtered
based on the work assignment choosen for the entry.
So if "Driver" is selected the list will only contains
members with a drivers rating. If "Boat Judge" or
"Event Judge" is selected then only members with a
judges rating. Same for "Scorer", "Safety", and
"Tech Controller". Also added a new work
assignment
for "Event ACJ".
Added
an enhancement
so that if the first pass is
marked for a re-ride then it opens up the speed and
line selection boxes. These will be disabled one a
score has been entered on the 2nd pass.

I had someone get a reride because the boat went off the
dock at 34 instead of the requested 28 mph. We went in and
checked the reride box, filled out the pop-up box with why,
and then it added the new line. However, the new line
wouldn't let us select a different starting speed. I ended up
just deleting the original pass, but it was kinda sad to lose the
data that there had been a reride. It wasn't an issue at our
tournament, but I could see at high-stakes tourneys needing
that info in case of a protest.
Add Guatemala to Federation list. Thinks the code is GTA
Found a full federation list on the HQ database. Add `
a complete list of known values
When sending running orders for collegiate tournaments it is Running orders were being cleaned up using the
causing some existing scores to no longer be visible
EventGroup but for collegiate tournaments the
information must be cleaned up by AgeGroup. This
has been corrected.
Here are the steps that caused the error I mentioned in earlier There appeared to be an issue when the Run Order
emails.
cell was changed and the Save icon was selected
1.
Open the Running Order screen
while still in the Run Order cell. The data was not
2.
Changed one person, Elizabeth Mccants from order 1 being saved and it was some how leaving the MDI in
to 2 (see first two screen shots below)
an active state which was not allowing it to closed.
3.
Saved the Running Order screen
Correct the situation in the Run Order window to save
4.
Closed all windows in WSTIMS (see third screen shot) the value in the mentioned condition. I also ensured
5.
Tried to close the main window, third screen shot.
that that the active state for the MDI was cancelled
6.
It won’t close. Had to force close in Task Manager.
when attempting to close the application.
ADD FFL5F Trick submission reviewed and accepted at 950
points
Update all records for all end of the year records

Updated
Updated

